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Abstract

An analytical software has been designed for a personal computer in DOS environment to do reactor NAA
by using Ko-method. The system has functions of radionuclide identification, f and ca calculation. K0-value
calculation, quantitative, calculation of elemental concentrations, nuclides' data management, experiment
design,computer simulation etc. The analytical methods used in this system include absolute method, relative
method and K0-method. Using this system, three gamma-ray spectra for NAA of Au, Zr samples and
GBW07 107 rock standard sample have been analyzed. The analysis results are in agreement with the certified
results in the scope of uncertainties and thef and a values at the irradiation site in the UZrH pulse reactor are
36.6 and 0.044 respectively.
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Introduction

As an elemental analysis technique, neutron activation analysis(NAA) is a valuable method that
has been used widely. In instrumental neutron activation analysis, it is necessary to process
considerable amounts of data from gamma-ray spectra analysis. To simplify' the data processing,
improve the analytical quality and minimize the execution time, a quick, efficient automatic data
processing system for NAA has been established on the UZrH pulse reactor(l1)(2). It is also essential
that the new system can replace manual processing of data which was tedious, time-consuming, low
efficiency and error-prone for batches of samples.

The analytical methods used in this system include absolute method, relative method and K0-
method. Ko-method is considered to be best and is recommended for using in neutron activation
analysis on the 'UZrH pulse reactor. To use the K0-method, Zr foil as a flux monitor and Au-
comparator are needed.

Fundamental principles

1. Reactor NAA and the Ko -method(3)
For the absolute way of neutron activation analysis, the full energy photopeak net area of each

gamma line can be calculated by the following formula:

N = - N(,.6(0.tr4 + 6,I/,)(I - e-AT )e~'*-er:

Where

N is the peak net area of the gamma ray with energy E; 0 is the thermal neutron activation

cross-section; Io is the resonance integral; c is the full energy photopeak efficiency; A is the
decay constant; Oh is the thermal neutron flux; 0, is the epithermal neutron flux; rd is the absolute
intensity of the gamma ray with energy E; No is Avogadro number; M is the atomic weight;0 is the
isotopic abundance of target nuclide; W is the elemental mass in the sample;Tis the irradiation time;
t., is the measurement true time; 11 is the measurement live time; I is the decay time.

Then, the mathematical forms of the elemental mass in the sample calculation can be expressed:
(1) Absolute method
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W=A4,.M.[N6.i(0,,a,+ l,I,)(1 -e-_e____E__ ,

(2) Relative method

A,

Where
WO- Comparator elemental weight; AO~ - Net peak area of the y line emitted from the

radionuclide created by the comparator element; AP, - Net peak area of the y line emitted from the

radionuclide created by the element in the sample; W - Elemental mass in the sample
(3) K0 method
If we define: A,= A- S=1-e-" D=e-" , C=____'

FSDC

Then: 4, =Na~rO,, + 

When co-irradiating a chosen comparator element(Au is used) together with a sample, the
unknown mass of any element in the sample can be calculated by the following equation:

A,

Where wD + u'

6O'r. , . o~/O

The K0-factors as compound nuclear constants can be determined from the experiment by using
the following equation:

A, f+Q, 

2.f-value calculation
f is the ratio of the reactor thermal neutron flux to the epithermnal neutron flux. Forf monitoring,

the two-foil technique is generally used. In this system, a bi-isotopic technique with a single Zr foil
is used. Using the reactions of 9 4Zr(n , Y)95Zr and 96Zr(n Y )97Zr, thefivalue is calculated by(4):

A',(95) E,.,,A

K(97)c .Q., (a)- 2~ (a)
A.(7 ,,,,K,(776,

In the expression, a correction factor of a has been considered. a is a measure for the
deviation from the ideal IE law of the epithermal neutron flux distribution, which is approximated
by a /,E(') shape. The parameter a is required for the conversion of Qo to QO( a ) values(4):

0. (a) = ( -0.429> E,-' +0.429,4(2a + ) (O.55))]
Where, Er is the effective resonance energy.

3. a -value calculation
As to a -monitoring, the "bare triple monitor" method is used, and the selected detectors are

Zr-94, Zr-96 and Au- 197, which are from the Zr and Au samples respectively. When co-irradiating
three bare resonance detectors, a can be calculated by the following equation(4):

(a - b)q. (a) -aq., (a) +bq,, (a) = 0

with q, (a) = (, -0429 E-

and A! ~Ly
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System design

1. Frame of the system
This system is designed for a personal computer in DOS environment and written in C language.

It is based on the result of conventional spectrum processing in which the input data include peak
energies, peak areas and their uncertainties. The system is composed of three subsystems: the data
processing, the experiment design and the data management. The structure frame of the system is
shown in fig.l1.
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uncertainty will be chosen.
(3) Determination of thermal-to-epithermal neutron flux ratio fusing zirconium foil as a multi-

isotopic flux ratio monitor.
(4) Determination of ax value in the I/E'+' epithermal neutron spectrum using "bare triple

monitor" method(Au and Zr monitor).
(5) Calculation of K0-value of every gamma energy line emitted from radionuclides created by

reactor neutron activation.
(6) Calculation of AP value of every gamma energy line.
(7) Inquiry system based on irradiation time, cooling time and measurement time from expert

experience or experimental experience by searching sample records in the information library.
(8) Experiment design based on the simulation experiment, which is computer simulation of Y-

ray spectrum for neutron activation analysis. Computer simulation of y-ray spectrum for neutron
activation analysis is a very important work(l)(7). It can be used for the procedure's design of an
experiment, deducing the result of an experiment and guiding the actual experimental measurement
and analysis work. The simulation spectrum can also be applied to optimize the experimental
conditions, to give the suggestions about irradiation time, cooling time, measurement time and
sample weight and to calculate the detection limits. If the experimental conditions are not enough, a
simulation experiment can be used to replace the actual experiment and supply the estimated
experimental results and data. In the simulation system, the spectrum shape is a function of peak
energy and peak area under a certain channel width and peak-to-Compton ratio on the basis of
modeling for an experimental spectrum of Cs-137. In the spectrum, the photopeak, Compton peak,
Compton continuum and backscattering peak are simulated. This system has functions of peak area
calculating, spectrum shaping, spectrum displaying, spectrum processing and spectrum saving etal.
Using this simulation system, the gamma-ray spectra of Cs- 1 37, Co-60, Eu-I1 52 and the spectra of
Zr sample, rock standard sample for reactor neutron activation analyses have been simulated. The
simulation spectra are similar to the spectra measured in the actual experiment to a great extent. The
Fig.2 is a comparison between simulation spectrum and experimental spectrum of Zr sample.

lam-.1

100

1-

Fig.2 Comparison between simulation spectrum and experimental spectrum of Zr sample
(9) Nuclides' data management for isotopic identification and quantitative calculation. There is

a gamma library with 400 energy lines of 112 nuclides. Every record in nuclides library includes
data of radionuclide name, target isotope, element weight, isotopic abundance, half life, neutron
cross section, effective resonance energy, main gamma-ray energies, absolute intensity and K0-value
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of every energy line and their uncertainties. The reaction-decay type of mother-daughter relationship
and the fraction of mother-daughter decay are also included in the library. The library is indexed

according to radionuclides names and gamma-ray energies.
(10) Format conversion of some data files

Results and Discussion

Using this system, three gamma-ray spectra for NAA of Au, Zr samples and rock standard
sample (GB W07107) have been analyzed. Three samples were co-irradiated in the rabbit channel of
the UZrH pulse reactor with a neutron flux of .4 X 1013 n1(CM 2 s)) and the irradiation time is 20

minutes. The weight values of Zr , Au and rock standard samples were 0.03502g, 0.097172 jig and

0.20013g respectively. The calculation results of a -value, f -value and thermal neutron flux are
given in Table I and the elemental concentrations in the rock standard sample are given in Table 2.

Using this system, we have calculated the K0-values of some gamma ray lines and have analyzed

the elemental concentrations in the rock standard sample of GBWO7 107 with different a-

values(a"OG and ar-0.044). The analysis results determined by this system are in agreement with the

certified results in the scope of uncertainties and the experimental results are in agreement with the
theory analysis very well. The precisions of the results of the elemental concentrations analyzed by
the I(O method are better than the by absolute method. The limitation of the method is the total

uncertainty of the "bare triple a-monitor" method which is significantly high.
This system is a simple, quick data processing system and easy to use. It takes only minute to

analyze a gamnma-ray spectrum with 150 energy peaks on 486/33 personal computer and the

analyzing procedure includes file format conversion, radionuclide identification, quantitative
calculation and results reporting. Compared with manual processing of data, it can significantly
improve the analysis speed. But there still remains wok to be done, especially for radionuclide
identification where the rules should be adjusted and improved.

Table 1. Calculation results of a. 'P,1, and f

y-ray 4A,, value - Uncertainty result

756.7keV ine of Zr-95 1.9515XI 10 0.61% a--.4 (37%)
743.3keV line of Zr-97 1.5243 X 106 0.17% 'Thh=l1.39 X 10'" (1.7%)

411 .8keV line of Au-198 3.3976)(1 l~a 0.67% /-36.6 (3.1%)

________ Table 2. Concentrations of GBWO7 107 determined y NAA

Elemnents elemental concentrations elemental concentrations certified results
________by absolute method(ppm) by Ko-method(ppm) (ppm)

Sm 8.0±0.4 7.9±0.3 8.4±0.6

Ce 112±6 110±6 109±12

Th 12.7±0.7 12.6±0.7 12.8±1.4

Yb 2.8±0.6 2.8±0.4 2.6±0.4

La 58.2±1.3 57.6±1.3 62±5

Cs 13.8±0.7 13.5±0.7 14±2

SC 17.9±0.4 17.8±0.4 18.5±1.8

Fe 5.1±0.3(1l~pm 5.02±0.13(1Opm 5.00±0.09(1 OPPM)

Na 2.39±0.05 (103 ppm) 2.37±0.05(O 3ppm) 2.59±+0.22(1 03PM

K 3.47±0.16(1 O4ppMi) 3.39±0.10 (IlO4ppm) 3.45±0.1 2(lO04ppm)
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Co 21.1±1.0 20.9±1.0 21±2

Hf 2.77±0.11 2.76±0.11 2.9±0.4

Rb 221±7 219±7 205±12

Nd 46±3 45.1±2.6 48±4

Ba 447±56 441±55 45 0±45

Tb 0.99±0.05 0.99±0.05 i.02±0.11I

Ta 0.90±0.06 0.89±0.06 1.0±0.4
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